Community Funded Initiatives for Bramshott
A report on possible traffic calming measures for Bramshott was brought to the Parish Council
meeting on 28th September 2020 by District Councillor Angela Glass and County Councillor Floss
Mitchell. The estimated cost of the combined projects could amount to £16,750 in total. As there
were several options contained in the overall proposal it was requested that further clarification is
brought to the next Council meeting.
Parish Council are asked whether to agree a fixed sum to be used towards this total cost, with the
balance being sought from elsewhere; or whether to financially support specific measures.
The two key measures that could potentially reduce the speed of traffic entering Bramshott and also
reduce the number of HGV’s travelling through to gain access to Passfield are:
1. To install a single village gateway in Burgh Hill - £1,500-£1,750
2. To install a double village gateway in Church Road - £3,000-£3,500.
The gateways will help to address residents’ concerns that Bramshott is being used as cut through to
and from the A3 at the London Road. It also appears that Satellite navigation systems direct vehicles
off the A3 to Church Road to gain access to Passfield. This has occasionally resulted in large HGVs
becoming stuck at the junction between Church Lane and Tonbridge Lane, or having to reverse back
through Church Road. An additional measure to reinforce (1) and (2) above may be:
3. To install four new “Unsuitable for Heavy Goods Vehicles” signs, using existing posts, in
Church Lane and Tunbridge Lane - £500 total.
The cost of these three proposals would be between £5,000 and £5,750.
The remaining proposed measures are:
(a) To install a double village gateway (including kerbing) in Tunbridge Lane (towards Burgh Hill)
- £6,000-£6500
(b) To install a double village gateway in Tunbridge Lane (towards Headley Road) - £3,000£3,500
(c) To use white lining in Church Road to narrow the carriageway - £500
(d) To install Wild Fowl warning signs in Tunbridge Lane - £500
The parish council is asked to
(a) approve these proposals under HCC’s community funded initiative
(b) to agree on how they are to be funded
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